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Abstract

In the field of aircraft testing the need to efficiently record the cockpit voice
communication without consuming a significant amount of the acquisition frame
bandwidth has been an issue for years. There are methods, based on
commercially available products, that allow for voice placement into PCM
streams that will satisfy the requirement of relatively low bandwidth
consumption. In this paper I will discuss a design that makes minimal demand
on bandwidth, with the freedom to vary the placement of the voice within the
minor acquisition frame.

Introduction

There are various methods to acquire voice for placement into a data
acquisition PCM stream for recording and/or transmission. Methods such as
analog modulations via VCOs place voice on its own track on a storage
medium, and standard sample and hold code a magnitude over 2 levels. Thesen

methods either degrade quality, inefficiently use storage space, or consume
severely needed channel bandwidth. Another technique that encodes the time
change of the signal, instead of the magnitude, allows for each change to
encode into a single bit rather than 2 . The fact that the code is digital ensuresn

higher quality than analog at a relatively low price, and the coding of the
derivative frees bandwidth for other uses. This approach is Continuously
Variable Slope Differential (CVSD) Modulation/Demodulation. I will describe a
design that takes advantage of this technique for the encoding, decoding of
voice and timing synchronization necessary for insertion into, and extraction
from a PCM data steam.



The Encoder

The method of encoding is very simple. I have used the fundemental clock
of the data acquisition system to drive a clocking subsystem on the voice
encoder card. The clock divides to a frequency commensurate with the work
placement in the minor frame of the acquisition format. For example, if one has
a base clock of 256kb/s and desires word placement at every eighth word, the
clock divides by eight. This divided version then drives the CVSD IC that1

modulates the analog voice to NRZ-L. The NRZ-L, or digitized voice signal
loads serially into a buffer subsystem, which is then captured by the data
acquisition system as a parallel word. Each serial sample codes into one bit, the
value indicates an increase or decrease in magnitude from last sample, of
course this requires feedback and the Nyquist criterion must hold. . The number2

of bits loaded is selectable; for my design I've allowed for a range of 8 to 12 bits.
This variable word length is not necessary for the data capture and placement
into the PCM stream, if the BRC is synchronized with the request pulse. This
tight coupling assures that the base clock divides to encode the voice at
selected bit count. The freedom to select word length is an option dependent
upon the type of handshaking between the encoder and data acquisition. The
original design used a Parallel Discrete Unit (PDU) on the Airborne Test
Instrumentation System (ATIS) with a request pulse (TTL) synchronized to go
active low after buffering the bits. The timing is tight and assures that the



digitized voice bits are stable (see timing). I implemented the encoder with the
variable word length for generality in cases of loosely synchronized
handshaking.

The Decoder

This subsystem has two basic units: demodulation and time
synchronization. The demodulator has a front end buffer that accepts either
parallel or serial data then drives the CVSD IC in a demodulator mode. The1

time synchronization subsystem synchronizes with the PCM stream by use of
standard timing pulses (Frame, Word, and Bit) of PCM decommutation
equipment.

Demodulation

Demodulation then is a simple matter of driving the CVSD with the divided
BRC and clocking the NRZ-L data out of the buffers into the CVSD. The timing
units within the demodulator are identical to the encoder timing unit. This
subsystem accepts either parallel data on a strobe, or serial data, in which case



bit count synchronization is necessary. It is possible to collect the data in
parallel that uses no data ready pulse. This mode also uses a timing subsystem.

Timing

Timing synchronization requires a circuit that reads the Bit Rate Clock
(BRC) the Word Rate Clock (WRC), and the Minor Frame Rate Clock (FRC) of
a PCM decommuntation system. This timing method allows for the voice
demodulator to basically perform as a parasitic extension of standard
decommutation equipment. One knows a priori the word placement within a
frame and simply selects the word number from a front panel rotary switch. The
programming of the timing subsystem is simply an encoding of one of 32
possible word placement selections into binary form that loads into two four bit
counters. One counter counts FRC pulses, the other counts WRC pulses. The
counters reload when the voice words are stable within the buffer.



Built In Test

The system uses a BIT in two ways: as a demodulator operations check
and as an encode verification. When in the demodulator test mode a
pseudo-frame is established by driving an encoder board with a mode of the
timing subsystem. Basically it uses pulses from the timing subsystem to drive
the CVSD into the output buffer unit, and then load the NRZ-L data into the
demodulator unit. This allows for a quick and easy status check on the unit
before decommutation and decoding of the voice. In the second mode the
encoder feedback signal used to encode the analog voice to NRZ-L is amplified.
This is an easy way to assure that the encoder on the aircraft side is functional
during preflight.

Summary

The method of encoding the derivative of a signal requires sampling only
the change in magnitude of the analog signal; it needs only one bit for each
sample, thus freeing up bandwidth. This does not eliminate the Nyquist criteria.
The voice energy within a 4KHz bandwidth is sufficient for adequate information
extraction, so we must sample voice at a minimum of approximately 8K/s. By



staying with digital samples we have more efficient noise rejection over the band
then say, VCO modulation. The technique of parasitic extension simplified the
design by using existing decommutation standard signals. The BIT assists in
isolating the source of any errors in the voice encoding without having to trouble
shoot at the board level on every unit in the system. The subsystem is in use on
the F-15 and F-16 aircraft at Air Force Flight Test Center Test Pilot School. I've
heard the voice recordings from the F-16s, there was some noise, but the F-15
recordings were of very good quality; the method works well. I suspect
grounding problems with the F-16. I'm presently investigating the problem.

1. The CVSD IC is a Harris HC-5556 modulator/demodulator integrated circuit;
I've used it in both the encode and decode configurations.

2. For example, if the BRC is 128kb/s with each voice sample supercommutated
in every 4th word, the sampling rate is 32kb/s. This means we have sampled the
voice band (~4k) at approximately four times the Nyquist minimum to avoid
ailiasing.
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